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Introduction 
“Fifty-two years of war with the FARC ends now and we start building peace, which is going to be equally, 

or even more difficult” (“The Nobel Interview”). 

           - Juan Manuel Santos, President of Colombia 

 
24th of November 2016, marked the end of a violent chapter in Colombian history as it presented the first 

tangible opportunity in which the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR) process of Fuerzas 

Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) could finally be achieved after decades of conflict 

(“Colombia signs revised”). The peace talks lead by the President, Juan Santos, has officially been in 

place since 2012, and it has been a challenging four years of negotiations in search of a solution for both 

the FARC rebels and the Colombian public to agree on. Although the Colombian people surely want the 

half a century long conflict to end, there is struggle since people do not want a peace treaty that would go 

too easy on the rebels. This can be seen from the results of the latest referendum that took place in 

October 2016 regarding the implementation of the first draft of the peace treaty between the Colombian 

government and the FARC rebels, since the “no” vote to the treaty has won by very small margin of 50.2% 

(“Colombia referendum”). 

As Santos explains it himself, it is hard to draw the line between peace and justice; as the victims will tend 

to focus on justice whereas the potential victims will emphasize the importance of peace (“'Waging War”). 

It is crucial to find a middle ground and get the Colombian people with differing views on the ideal 

conditions for a peace treaty on the same page as the public attitude is a major component in successfully 

achieving the reintegration of former FARC members into the society. That’s why after the referendum 

results, that rejected the first draft of the treaty, the treaty had to be revised and then put into place but 

without having a referendum this time which is criticized by a portion of the public. Although the peace 

process has begun, there are divided opinions on the course of actions taken by the government as there 

is both suspicion regarding the successful implementation of the treaty, and hope towards a better future. 

The steps that will be taken in the next few months regarding the DDR process will be equally noteworthy 

as the signing of the peace treaty between the Colombian government and the FARC rebels that lead the 

country into this current state of trying to maintain peace after achieving it. 

 



Definition of Key Terms 
2016 Peace Treaty: The final draft of the treaty signed between the FARC rebels and the Colombian 

government in November 2016, include a six fold agenda that covers the causes of the conflict such as 

the rural reform and the political participation sections; as well as the effects of the conflict such as illicit 

drugs and victims (“Colombia’s 2012 – 2016”). The six agenda items, in more detail, are: 

§ Rural Reform: aiming to reduce rural poverty and land inequality, which are the root causes of the 

start of the armed struggle of FARC. 

§ Political participation: giving political representation to FARC by guaranteeing ten seats in 

congress for the next two elections. 

§ Illicit drugs: assisting and supporting farmers that used to grow coca and pay taxes to FARC 

regarding this product in exchange of land safety granted by the FARC rebels will be financially 

supported. Those farmers, who dealt with the production of illegal drugs as their major source of 

income, will be incentivized to substitute their products with alternatives and will be given a two 

year amnesty to enable this. 

§ Victims: constructing International Transitional Justice Tribunals that will receive cases regarding 

human rights abuses and war-related crimes that happened during the conflict. Those that are 

found guilty and admit to their crimes may need to do community service and face five to eight 

years of “restricted liberty,” where the conditions of the restrictions will be determined by the court. 

Only those who are found guilty that do not take responsibility of their actions will face actual jail-

time ranging from eight to twenty years depending on the level of cooperation (“Colombia’s peace 

deals in depth”). 

§ End of conflict: abandoning of weapons by FARC and completing the disarmament process in six 

months in United Nations camps with the supervision of UN Mission in Colombia. 

§ Implementation: If the discussed peace treaty passes, the government will start implementing 

programs to start the DDR process. 

 

Plan Colombia: Refers to the United States initiative in Colombia which was originally set forward to 

achieve peace by ending the current violence within the context of ongoing peace talks at the time. 

However the final version’s main focus shifted to combatting illicit drug trafficking and strengthening the 

Colombian military to overcome leftist insurgent groups such as the FARC. Due to this plan, a non-

negligible amount of US monetary aid has been spent on the Colombian military by the Bush 

administration during the presidency of Uribe Vélez. 

 

DDR: DDR stands for disarmament, demobilization and reintegration. The purposes of DDR processes 

are to ensure the safety of the people in post-conflict environments. This process will aim to smoothen the 

transition of ex-combatants into social life and prevent the situation where former members of an insurgent 

group are left with no social networks and jobs in the community they are trying to be a part of. 



National Front: In order to bring the Colombian civil war, that occurred between the year of 1948 and 

1958, to an end the two sides that primarily fuelled the conflict decided to issue an agreement. Those two 

sides were the Liberal Party and the Conservative Party that fought against each other for political 

dominance. However towards the end of the conflict, they decided to reach an agreement of rotating the 

power by agreeing to take control of the government each in turn for a period of four years. This 

agreement lasted until 1974 (“National Front”). 

 

Coca: Throughout the report, this term will refer to the plants that can be processed to extract the drug 

cocaine from. 

 

General Overview 

Officially formed in 1964, FARC roots back to the decade long Colombian Civil War. During the period of 

time between the years of 1948 and 1958, which later is appropriately named as La Violencia, Colombia 

has experienced severe political violence mainly between the two major political parties of the time: 

Colombian Conservative Party and Colombian Liberal Party. It is important to note that the paramilitaries 

and the guerilla groups associated with these two main political parties both separately fought against the 

forces of the Colombian Communist Party. The event that increased the tensions and fuelled the start of 

the conflict was the assassination of Jorge Eliécer Gaitán, the presidential candidate of the Liberal Party 

for the 1949 elections (History of the FARC). The fight for political power that lasted for a decade ended 

when the Liberal and the Conservative Parties agreed to divide the power under the agreement of 

National Front. This agreement basically guaranteed the parties to take hold of the government for four 

presidential terms without elections for four years of office time each in turn and without allowing other 

voices to be represented. Colombian Communist Party was a big opponent of the National Front 

agreement, since from their point of view the initial starters of the violence, which are the Liberal and the 

Conservative elites, formed an allegiance due to their fear a revolutionary movement that would threaten 

the status quo. And it is important to realize that at this time, after being affected from a decade of state 

inflicted violence, many farmers and workers had lost their faith in both of the political parties, state police 

and the army itself. This would later become an incentive for them to join or sympathize with armed self-

defence groups associated with communist ideologies. 

 

Another important thing to mention is the change in economic policies of the government that came into 

power after the National Front, which also worked as an incentive for many people to join the communist 

armed groups. In 1960’s under the plan of Accelerated Economic Development, the Colombian 

government started to favour large-scale industrial farms rather than small farms ("Colombia: Urban Past, 

Rural Future?"). Many farmers were displaced out of their lands under justification of putting the lands into 

more efficient use, and many farmers had poor living conditions once they migrated to urban areas. Low 



class workers felt oppressed under the current political system, and they were poorly represented within 

the government, which led them to seek change. 

 

In 1964, under such social and political conditions, one of the armed communist forces lead by Manuel 

Marulando Velez, who would later become the main leader of FARC, declared independence from the 

State while forming the Republic of Marquetalia in a small village. With this development, the Colombian 

government ordered the military to attack the guerrilla community in fear of another communist revolution 

in the Latin America after the one in Cuba. The members of the Republic of Marquetalia that managed to 

fled  the attack from the government later formed the armed group known as FARC. 

 

Being an insurgent group and living in the jungles, FARC needed a source of income in order to 

implement its political agenda. After the eighties the main income source of FARC was from its 

involvement with the drug trade alongside with arranged kidnappings for ransom money. Although the 

group has never admitted its full involvement with the trade of cocaine, it is estimated that FARC used to 

tax farmers $50 per kilo of cocaine in exchange for granting protection of their lands. Furthermore, they 

charged criminal organizations $200 and laboratories $100 per kilo of products ("Who Will Control). This 

surely has been a profitable business for FARC in the past, and controlling the production and trade of 

coca will be appealing to any other groups once FARC lays down their arms, thus a power vacuum over 

the possession of drug-trade will be created. Farmers need to be given incentives and support by the 

state, as the peace treaty mentions, for them to cultivate other goods besides coca in their lands even 

though they will gain less than what they used to by being involved in the production of illicit drugs. This is 

an important issue to mention at this stage, since a power struggle to dominate trade between other 

insurgent groups or the mafia can result in conflict and more damage which will potentially harm the DDR 

process to achieve peace. 

 

There are many other precautions that should be taken regarding many aspects of this issue in order to 

ensure the smooth going of the DDR process. There have been three previous unsuccessful rounds of 

negotiation attempts made with FARC and the reasons why they did not succeed should be of importance, 

where they will be explained more in detail later on in the report.  

 

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 
Colombia 
As is it mentioned many times, public opinion in Colombia has been divided about this issue from the start 

of the peace talks.  This is mainly due to the political campaigning made before the referendum with vocal 

opponents to the treaty such as the former president Uribe Vélez. There have been oppositions to the 

peace treaty’s final conditions for several worrisome issues such as the political representation of FARC 

members and the punishment proposals for those who were found guilty of rebellious and war crimes. 



There is a portion among the Colombian people that are not pleased with the agreed justice system that 

will be implemented on former FARC rebels as it excludes jail time and finds alternative methods of 

punishment. There is also a portion of the people who equate giving political representation to former 

FARC members as handing the government to a guerrilla group. As it can be seen from the interviews 

conducted with the Colombian people in the Nobel Interview special of a news agency, there are people 

who think not having a second referendum and slightly changing the worrisome conditions in the first 

rejected treaty is a “mockery of democracy,” whereas another section of people believe the agreed upon 

peace deal is not threatening and on the contrary is a huge step towards strengthening Colombia (The 

Nobel Interview). There are differing views on the latest events and much of the sceptical thoughts are 

largely due to the Colombian governments previous failed attempts to reach peace with FARC. The fact 

that the latest failed negotiation, 1998-2002 peace process, with the group resulted in the six-year lasting 

kidnapping of the Senator Ingrid Betancourt is a good example to illustrate this situation (“Alternatives to 

war). 

 

United States of America 

United States has classified FARC as a terrorist group and therefore aided money for providing better 

equipment to the Colombian military for the fight against FARC. Especially after the September 11 attacks, 

a more terror fixated United States has given a considerable amount of aid under the Plan Colombia to 

increase the military budget of Colombia to better fight against the illicit drug trade and the “narco-

terrorists” involved in it such as the FARC. 

 

Venezuela 

Venezuela has had close ties with FARC especially during the presidency of Hugo Chavez. For FARC 

rebels, Venezuela has been a site of operations and a place to escape the Colombian government’s 

pressure under the policies of President Uribe Vélez. In 2008 Chavez has also made a public statement 

for the Colombian authorities not to classify the armed group as a terrorist organization but as an 

insurgent force with Bolivarian goals, which is respectable in his own words (“Chavez”). Chavez has also 

helped the negotiations for the hostage releases during the presidency of Uribe, but that was not very 

welcomed by the president as it was classified as boundary stepping. With the rise of president Juan 

Santos into power, the relations with Venezuela have improved on this issue. As of 2011 Santos has said 

that the encampments of FARC in Venezuela have been abolished. Venezuela has participated as an 

accompanying country during the latest peace talks between the Colombian government and the FARC. 

 

Cuba, Chile, Norway 

Cuba and Norway with the accompanying of Chile and Venezuela have been the guarantor countries to 

promote the peace talks between the Colombian government and FARC representatives. In 2012, the 

formal negotiations had started in Oslo and since then the governments of Norway and Cuba have been 

facilitating the later negotiations held in Havana. 



UN Mission in Colombia 

With the unanimous adaptation of the resolution 2261 by the Security Council, it is decided for UN to start 

a mission consisting of international unarmed observers to oversee the process of laying down weapons 

of FARC. The mission will also try to ensure the safe transition of former FARC rebels into the legal way of 

life by observing the camps where the former rebels will live and the disarmament process for a period of 

six months (Un Mission in Colombia). 

 
Timeline of Events 

1964 Manuel Marulanda leads the forming of FARC after escaping a 

government attack on their self-declared independent state under the 

name of Republic of Marquetalia, which consists of around fifty 

armed fighters. 

1966 FARC is adopted as the armed wing of Colombian Communist Party. 

1977 FARC rebels kidnap a US Peace Corps volunteer who is held for 

three years and released following the payment of a $250,000 

ransom. 

1984 First attempt to begin the peace process starts. A ceasefire is signed 

between the FARC rebels and the Colombian government. 

1985 After the beginning of the peace process; FARC, alongside with other 

leftist groups form a political party called Patriotic Union (UP) and 

envision making socio-economic reforms alongside with ending the 

political domination of the two main Liberal and Conservative parties. 

1985 FARC guerrilla fighters attack several firms based in Medellin, 

including IBM, Union Carbide and Xerox. 

1986 Rebels demand $100m from the Shell Oil Company to operate in the 

Magaleas valley. The firm refuses to pay and suspends operations in 

the area. 

1990 First peace process fails, as the presidential candidate of the UP for 

the upcoming 1990 elections, Bernardo Jaramillo Ossa, is 

assassinated alongside with other members of the UP. 

1991 Second attempt for the peace process is made. Talks begin but fail 

after a year due to a military attack made to the FARC compound, 

Casa Verde. 

1999 Third attempt for peace process is made. President Pastrana and the 

FARC leader Manuel Marulanda announce the beginnings of the 

peace talks. Large areas of the country are demilitarised for this 



purpose. 

2001 Plan Colombia gets expanded under Bush administration and US aid 

is used to fully equip Colombia’s military forces in the fight against 

FARC. 

November 

2001 

US State Department lists FARC among groups whose assets are 

subject to seizure as part of the "war on terrorism". 

20 February 

2002 

FARC rebels hijack a domestic flight carrying 24 passengers, 

prompting President Andres Pastrana to end third attempt for peace 

talks very probably due to the recent US involvement in the issue. 

22 February 

2002 

Senator Ingrid Betancourt kidnapped and held for six years before 

being rescued by the Colombian military along with 14 other 

hostages. 

25 May 2008 The group confirms the death of FARC founder Manuel Marulanda 

from heart attack. 

March 2011 The first exploratory meeting between the government and FARC 

takes place near the Colombian-Venezuelan border according to 

FARC. 

November 

2011 

The Colombian military kills the FARC’s commander-in-chief and 

initial promoter of talks, “Alfonso Cano.” 

Several day after, according to secret mediator Henry Acosta he is 

delivered a message from the FARC’s “Pablo Catatumbo” saying: 

“Tell the president everything we have discussed stands, this does 

not affect the dialogue”. 

November 

2012 

Formal peace talks between the Colombian government and FARC 

commence in Havana, Cuba. FARC declares a unilateral two-month 

ceasefire. 

2013-2014 FARC agree to "end any relationship" with the drugs trade, upon 

which it relies for most of its funding. Also the two sides issue a joint 

statement announcing an agreement on land reform, one of six 

issues in the treaty’s agenda. 

2 October 

2016 

After the new FARC leader Timochenko and President Santos 

announce that they have reached a final peace agreement, the deal 

is put to referendum. By 50.2% “no” and 49.8% “yes” votes public 

rejects the first draft of the treaty. 

24 

November  

Revisions are made to the peace and this time signed by both the 

parties without holding a second referendum. 



Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 
There have been four attempts of engaging in peace talks with the FARC, and three of the previous ones 

have failed in achieving long-term peace. Although these three attempts were put to an end during the 

various stages of the peace process, the interruption was always due to political occurrences.  

The first peace process initiated in 1984 ended during the reintegration process of the FARC into the 

society when the presidential candidate of the newly found political party (UP) to represent FARC’s 

interests was assassinated, alongside with the assassination of the party leader and other members. UP 

has had more success than any other leftist party in Colombia’s history by gaining a 4.6% of the votes in 

the presidential elections of 1986, however after the assassination of Bernardo Jaramillo Ossa they left 

politics and the peace process with the FARC therefore failed (“Colombian presidential election”). In the 

second attempt of peace talks, started in the beginning of 1990’s, the negotiations came to an end when 

the military attacked the Casa Verde compound of the FARC. And for the third round of peace talks 

between the years of 1999 and 2002, the dialogues froze especially after the actions of the Colombian 

government as a part of Plan Colombia such as spraying chemicals to eradicate illegal crops and 

strengthening the military to fight the illicit trade of drugs and the FARC (“Alternatives to war). 

As it can be seen with these examples, the political sabotages that have occurred in the past peace 

processes need to be taken into account when trying to find solutions to properly conclude the peace 

process and successfully achieve the full DDR of the FARC. 

 

Possible Solutions 
Reducing the interval of time between the moment a treaty is signed and the moment it is started to be 

implemented is something to have in mind about this issue. The people’s opinions are already divided on 

the righteousness of the final treaty being implemented without having a second referendum, and firm “no” 

supporters are worried that not imposing jail-time on all former FARC members and guaranteeing them 

political representation is the equivalent of handing the government to a guerrilla group. Therefore in an 

atmosphere like this, it is crucial for people to see the benefits of the disarmament as soon as possible or 

otherwise the reintegration of the FARC members back into the society will not happen.  

Acting fast with the implementations is also important due to the fact that President Santos is approaching 

the end of his presidency, and it would be a waste for the Colombian government to step back from the 

implementation of  conditions agreed on the treaty due to a change in the government. That’s actually why 

a strong leadership is said to be one of the most important elements in DDR processes around the world 

in general. 

To ease the public’s acceptance for giving the FARC political representation by guaranteeing seats in the 

congress for a determined amount of time, it is important not to brand the FARC as a simple narco-

terrorist group that used to seek profit and dominance in the illicit drug trade. If the people of Colombia are 

not directed by politicians or journalist speaking on this issue to think so and label FARC as a group that 

previously was involved in armed conflict to reach a political aim, they will be more likely to accept FARC’s 



legal way of trying to reach political aims through using their seats in the congress instead of arms. This 

method has been effective during the peace process with the insurgent groups 19th of May (M-19). 

Establishing a strong dialogue with both the former FARC rebels and the people of Colombia should be 

aimed. During the drafting of the treaty, the contents of the peace deal have been made public since 2014 

to initiate a public discussion on the agenda items. This process of encouraging the Colombian people to 

discuss their concerns by establishing safe platforms will be beneficial. Providing support groups after the 

former FARC rebels lay down their arms within a period of six months in UN overseen camps where they 

also start transitioning into a legal way of life is also important. Especially for former FARC rebels who 

have been a part of FARC since their childhood, this will be a usefully step since their adaptation process 

into the society will be difficult due to their inexperience with living in the urban areas and maintaining legal 

jobs. 

Ensuring the safety and well-being of the FARC delegates and representatives in the congress should 

also be though of. Many of the peace processes in the past of Colombia has ended due to political 

developments that increased the tensions between the government and the FARC. A second case of 

possible assassinations performed by spoiler groups can end the peace process just like what happened 

with the first attempt of peace process with the FARC between the years of 1984 and 1987.  

With FARC disarming, there will possibly be a power vacuum in controlling the trade of illicit drugs. And in 

order to prevent the possible damages caused by the conflict for power among other insurgent groups, the 

peace processes should be started with them as well. Having peace talks with the National Liberation 

Army (ELN), which is what the Colombian government is doing right now, can be a good example for this.  

 

Notes from the Chair 
Studying other DDR processes around the world might be useful to get a broader perspective besides 

being knowledgeable about the situation in Colombia. If the delegates are interested, comparing cases 

from Northern Ireland, El Salvador, Guatemala or South Africa might be beneficial.  

It is also another useful option to research the DDR processes Colombia has gone through in the past with 

other insurgent groups such the transition to political representation from armed struggle of the insurgent 

group 19th of April Movement (M-19). The delegates are also encouraged to further research the political 

events leading up to the failure of the previous peace attempts with the FARC that have taken place.  
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